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Abstract: Intracerebral cavernomas represent 5-10% of all vascular malformations of the central nervous 

system. Their location in the third ventricle is very rare. Only about a hundred cases have been reported in the 

literature so far. We present for the first time a case of third ventricular cavernoma encountered in a 39-year-

old patient admitted in our department, while detailing the various difficulties encountered in the management 

of this rare entity.  
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I. Introduction 
Intracerebral cavernomas represent 5-10% of all vascular malformations of the central nervous system. 

Their intraventricular location is rare; estimated at 2.5 to 10.8%, even more rare in the third and fourth 

ventricles. Nearly 100 cases have been reported in the literature. The median age is 43.5 years, with a female 

predominance. Surgery is indicated whenever the lesion is accessible. This is a case of third ventricle cavernoma 

which has been operated in our institution. 

 

II. Material And Methods 
This is a 39-year-old patient with unremarkable past medical history, who presented with an 

intracranial hypertension syndrome for 5 months, followed by a rapid deterioration in consciousness with a 

tendency of drowsiness. The brain CT-scan revealed a polylobed, well-limited, spontaneously hyperdense, 

heterogeneous diencephalic process, intensely and heterogeneously enhanced after injection of contrast media 

suggestive of old hemorrhagic episodes accompanied by active hydrocephalus. The cerebral MRI done 

subsequently showed an expansive lesion filling the third ventricle from its anterior part and raising the floor of 

the latter, surrounded by a peripheral ring, filling the opto-chiasmatic cisterns, appearing in hypersignal T1 and 

T2 and weighted images and heterogeneous after injection of Gadolinium; a probable haemorrhagic aspect. 

 

       
Fig1:Brain ct- scan before and after injection of contrast material showing the hypervascularized brain tumor 

process originating from the third ventricle 

 

       
Fig2: Brain MRI in T1 and T2 weighted sequence and in angiographic sequence showing the same tumor 

process that fills the third ventricle, encapsulated and heterogeneous signal due to intratumoral haemorrhages 
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III. Results 
The patient initially benefited from an emergency ventriculo-peritoneal shunt. The patient was then 

operated for her lesion in a second sitting by anterior transcallosal interhemispheric approach. Subtotal reddish 

black tumor excision was done in view of its intimate adhesion to the floor of the third ventricle. The 

histopathological study revealed a cavernoma. The post-surgical outcome was marked by the persistance of a 

state of drowsiness. Postoperative brain CT-scan showed the presence of a tumor residue adjacent to the floor of 

the third ventricle. The hormonal imbalance detected an imbalance of the thyroid and corticotropic axes which 

were subsequently supplimented. 

 

    
Fig3: Brain ct- scan after placement of the ventriculo-peritoneal shunt and after tumor excision. 

 

   
Fig4: Visualization of the caverns at the end of tumor excision with preservation of the integrity of the floor of 

the third ventricle 

 

IV. Discussion 
Intraventricular cavernomas represent about 2.5% of all endocranial cavernomas, Houtteville in 1985, 

found 6 cases in the third ventricle 1. The median age is 43.5 years, with a female predominance of 2: 1. Due 

to their location, they may manifest by intracranial hypertension 3, subarachnoid or intraventricular 

haemorrhage. However, intraparenchymal haemorrhage even from intraventricular location is not excluded. In 

the literature, only 14% of published cases of intraventricular cavernomas presented with intraventricular 

hemorrhage 9. Generally, resection of intraventricular cavernomas does not significantly pose a risk for 

permanent neurological deficit 4. Of the 89 published cases of intraventricular cavernomas, only one patient 

died during surgery for cavernoma resection due to rebleeding in the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle with 

massive intra-ventricular hemorrhage and intracerebral hematoma 2. Brain MRI often leads to its diagnosis. 

On the T1 and T2 weighted sequences, the center appears as a heterogeneous signal, while the periphery appears 

hyposignal which suggests a circle of hemosiderin proving repeated bleeding of the lesion. The T1-weighted 

sequence with gadolinium injection makes it possible to obtain a contrast of this process, which can vary from 

high enhancement to the absence of contrast enhancement. The gradient echo-weighted MRI sequence is the 

master sequence in the diagnosis of cavernomas 8, 10. One can also appreciate the presence of mass effect, of 

an overlying hydrocephalus, and sometimes of little perilesional edema. Surgery is always indicated whenever 

the lesion is accessible and the CSF circulation must be restored. Transcallosal interhemispheric approach 

avoids trauma of the brain parenchyma, although the prognosis of these lesions is difficult to predict because 

some of them are strongly attached to the floor of the third ventricle, particularly the hypothalamus 5, 6, but 

also to their tendency for rapid growth due to intra-lesional haemorrhage, this phenomenon being probably 

explained by the absence of great resistance at the periphery of the lesion. For this reason, it is essential, as far 

as possible, to perform the most complete resection, even if it is necessary to re-operate in case of partial 

excision 7. This is shown in the literature which shows a high number of deaths among patients who have 

undergone partial resection 10  
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V. Conclusion 
Despite their rarity, cavernomas of the third ventricle are lesions that should be suspected when a tumor 

is detected near the third ventricle, their total excision is essential for cure. 
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